Appendix
Yan Zhitui’s Biography in Dynastic Histories
Yan Zhitui’s biography appears in the “Biographies of Men of Letters”
傳 in two dynastic histories: the History of the Northern Qi (Bei Qi
shu 北齊書, subsequently BQS), compiled by Li Baiyao 百藥 (564–
647), son of prominent Northern Qi/Zhou/Sui courtier and writer Li
Delin
林 (see Family Instructions XVII.23); and the Northern History (Bei shi 北史, subsequently BS) compiled by Li Yanshou 延壽 (fl.
620s–650s), son of Li Dashi
(570–628).1 BQS was completed
in 636 while BS was completed in 659. Both works had been started
by the father and finished by the son, a pattern that was first set by the
Western Han historian Sima Qian 司馬 (ca. 145 BCE–ca. 86 BCE)
and his father Sima Tan 司馬談 (d. 110 BCE).
The two versions of Yan Zhitui’s biography are largely identical.
There are two notable differences: first, the BQS version is considerably
longer than the BS version primarily because it includes Yan Zhitui’s
“Rhapsody on Viewing My Life” in its entirety; the BS version neither
includes the rhapsody nor even makes any mention of it; second, the
BS version refers to Xiao Yi by his princely title, in contrast to the BQS
version that refers to him by name, and is generally more respectful in
its description of the southern dynasty. This attitude evokes Li Yanshou’s
statement in the “Self-Account” (“Zixu”
), at the end of the Northern History, in which he recalls his late father’s intent in creating a more
balanced history of the north and south:
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Dashi aspired since his youth to be an author who would write
and transmit. In his mind, Song, Qi, Liang, Chen, Wei, Qi, Zhou,
and Sui were divided into south and north, and the southern books
would refer to northerners as “braided savages” and the northern

1 Bei Qi shu 45.617–26. Bei shi 83.2794–796.
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books would refer to southerners as “island barbarians”; each side
was comprehensive and inclusive in recording the history of their
own state but was unable to be complete in recording the history
of the other state, not to mention that they frequently got the facts
wrong. Therefore, Dashi wanted to rectify the situation. He
planned to emulate the Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue
and compile a chronological history of the south and north.2
The Chinese text consists of the BQS version followed by the BS version. My translation is based on the BQS version. I only offer a translation of the BS version when there is substantial difference beyond minor
variations in phrasing. I also underline the two versions’ differences for
the reader’s easy comparison.

2 Bei shi 100.3343. The Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue was an account
of the conflicts of two southern states, Wu and Yue, during the early part of the
fifth century BCE. The work is equally divided into two halves, the first devoted
to Wu, and the second to Yue; the compiler does not take sides with either state.
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BQS 1
顏之推字介 琅邪 沂 也
世祖含 從 元東渡 官
光祿 西平
父勰 梁湘東王繹鎮西府諮議參軍
善周官 左
之推 傳
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BS 1
顏之推字介 琅邪 沂 也 祖見遠
善周官 左 學 俱南史有傳
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BQS 1
Yan Zhitui, whose courtesy name was Jie, hailed from Linyi of Langye.1
His ninth-generation ancestor, Han, followed Jin Emperor Yuan and
crossed to the east [of the Yangzi River].2 He eventually reached the
positions of Palace Attendant and Grand Master of Splendid Emolument of the Right, and he was enfeoffed as Marquis of Xiping. Yan
Zhitui’s father, Xie, was Administrative Advisor at the military headquarters of the Liang Prince of Xiangdong, Xiao Yi, Defender-general
of the West.3 The Yan family specialized in the Zhou Offices and the
Zuo Tradition.4 Zhitui inherited the family legacy from an early age.

BS 1
Yan Zhitui, whose courtesy name was Jie, hailed from Linyi of Langye.
His grandfather Jianyuan and his father Xie were both known for their
unyielding uprightness.5 His family specialized in the study of Zhou
Offices and the Zuo Tradition for generations. Yan Jianyuan and Yan
Xie each has a biography in the Southern History.6

1 In modern Shandong. This was the Yan clan’s ancestral home.
2 Yan Xie’s biography in the Liang History states that Yan Han was Yan Xie’s seventh-generation ancestor (Liang shu 50.727), which would make Yan Han the
eighth-generation ancestor of Yan Zhitui. The Liang History begins the count
with Yan Han’s son, but the BQS begins with Yan Han himself, hence the difference.
3 The character for xie in BQS is different from the character for xie in BS (勰 vs.
協). Liang shu and Nan shi both read 協.
4 Both are Confucian classics. Zhou Offices is another name for the Rites of Zhou
(Zhou li).
5 This refers to Yan Jianyuan’s suicide upon Liang’s replacement of Qi, and Yan
Xie’s refusal to serve in the Liang imperial court due to the circumstances of his
father’s death. See Liang shu 50.727 and Nan shi 72.1784–785.
6 See Nan shi 72.1784–785. Both are in “Biographies of Men of Letters” 文學傳.
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BQS 2
年十
值繹 講 莊 老
預 徒 虛談
好 還
習禮 傳 博覽羣書
該洽 詞情 麗 甚為西府
稱 繹以為 國左常侍
鎮西墨曹參軍 好飲
多任縱
修 幅
論以 少之

BS 2
之推年十
遇梁湘東王 講莊 老 之推 預 徒 虛談
好 還習禮 傳 博覽書史
該洽
情 麗 甚為
西府 稱 湘 東王以為 國 常侍
鎮西墨曹參 軍 好飲
多任縱
修 幅
論以 少之

BQS 3
繹遣世子方 出鎮 州 以之推掌管記 值 景陷 州 [之推
被執 ]6 頻
之 賴 行臺郎 王 以獲
被 送
景平 還
繹已
以之推為散騎侍郎 奏舍 事

BS 3
湘東遣世子方 鎮 州 以之推為 撫軍府
參軍 掌管
記 遇 景陷 州 頻
之 賴 行臺郎 王 以
景
平 還
湘東即位 以之推為散騎侍郎 奏舍 事
Twelve sui is roughly eleven years old by Western reckoning.
See Yan Zhitui’s account of his experience in Family Instructions, VIII.22.
Xiao Yi’s headquarters at Jingzhou to the west of the Liang capital Jiankang.
This was Yan Zhitui’s first official post. It is related in the author’s note to ll. 77–
78 of the “Rhapsody on Viewing My Life.” However, instead of Left Attendant,
the note reads “Right Attendant,” as does the BS version.
5 Cf. Yan Zhitui’s description of his youthful self in his Family Instructions, I.4. Ren
zong indicates being reckless and unrestrained in behavior; but it does not necessarily imply being “lax in one’s responsibilities” (Dien 37). Being careless about
appearances forms an interesting contrast with the description of his father Yan
Xie in the latter’s biography: “Although Xie’s family only had meager means, he
cared about appearances, and would not go out unless in a horse-drawn carriage”
協 雖貧 , 而修飾 幅, 車馬 嘗出游 (Nan shi 72.1785).
1
2
3
4
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BQS 2
When Zhitui was at the age of twelve sui, [Xiao] Yi personally lectured
on Zhuangzi and Laozi, and Zhitui became one of the students.1 He
did not, however, care for empty talk,2 and applied himself to the ritual
classic [the Zhou Offices] and the [Zuo] Tradition instead. He read widely, and was well-versed in all sorts of topics. His writing was beautiful
and elegant, and received much praise in the Western Headquarters.3
Yi made Zhitui Left Attendant of his princedom, and later also appointed him Adjutant of the Defender-general of the West in the Section of
Justice.4 Fond of drinking, Zhitui was unrestrained in behavior and
careless about his personal appearance.5 As a result, he was not highly
regarded by contemporaries.

BQS 3
Yi sent his heir Fangzhu to be governor of Yingzhou, and put Zhitui in
charge of secretarial matters [on Fangzhu’s staff ].7 When Hou Jing seized
control of Yingzhou, [Zhitui was captured] and several times was about to
be executed, but each time he was saved by Wang Ze, the Director of Hou
Jing’s Branch Department of State Affairs.8 He was subsequently taken to
Jiankang as a prisoner. After Hou Jing was defeated, he returned to Jiangling.
At the time, Yi had already set himself up on the throne,9 and he made Zhitui Gentleman Cavalier Attendant performing the duty of Secretary.10

6 These four characters are added based on the citation in Taiping yulan 642.3004.
7 This is narrated in the “Rhapsody on Viewing My Life,” ll. 85–92, and the
author’s original notes to these lines. The BS version notes that Yan Zhitui’s
official title at the time was Adjutant of the Protector General in the Section for
Outer Troops, a piece of information that can be found in Yan Zhitui’s rhapsody.
8 This is narrated in the “Rhapsody on Viewing My Lufe,” ll. 111–18; the author’s
original note to these lines records the name and office of his savior, as a token
of his gratitude.
9 The BS version reads, “At the time, the Prince of Xiangdong had already taken the
throne.”
10 Again, this biographical detail can be gleaned in the original notes to ll. 161–
62 of the “Rhapsody on Viewing My Life.”
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BQS 4
後為周軍
公遠書翰
稱
決
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破 大將軍李顯慶重之 薦往弘農 令掌 兄
值河 暴
船將妻子來奔 經砥柱之險

BS 4
後為周軍 破 大將軍李 重之 送往弘農 令掌 兄
遠書翰 遇河 暴
船將妻子奔齊 經砥柱之險
決

平
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BQS 5
顯祖見而悅之 即除奉朝
引於內館
侍從左
被顧
眄 天保
從 天
以為 書舍
令 書郎段孝信將勑
書出示之推 之推營 飲
孝信還以狀言 顯祖 曰： 且
停
由是遂寢 河清
被 為趙州 曹參軍 尋待詔文林
館 除司徒錄事參軍

BS 5
文 見 悅之 即除奉朝
引於內館
侍從左
被顧
眄 後從 天
以為 書舍
令 書郎段孝信將勑示之
推 之推營 飲
孝信還以狀言 文
曰： 且停
由
是遂寢 後待詔文林館 除司徒錄事參軍

1 I accept the BQS collation note’s emendation of Li Xian to Li Xianqing, which
was the courtesy name of Li Mu 李 (510–586), as well as the emendation of
the name Qingyuan to Yuan, as Li Mu’s elder brother Li Yuan was indeed the
Duke of Yangping. BQS 45.617. Li Mu took part in the Jiangling campaign.
2 The phrasing lai ben (“fled here”), as opposed to the phrase ben Qi (“fled to Qi”)
in the BS version, reveals the different points of view of the BQS historian and
the BS historian. Yan Zhitui relates his decision to flee to Qi and the boat journey
in the “Rhapsody on Viewing My Life” in ll. 223–48.
3 Xianzu was the temple name of the Northern Qi Emperor Wenxuan 文 , Gao
Yang 高 (r. 550–559). The BS version reads “[Emperor] Wenxuan” for “Xianzu.” Audience Attendant was one of the numerous low-ranking members of the
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BQS 4
Later, Jiangling was captured by the Zhou army. Li Xianqing, the Great
General, valued him, and sent him to Hongnong [in modern He’nan]
with a recommendation, where he was put in charge of correspondence
for Li Xian’s elder brother, Yuan, the Duke of Yangping.1 It so happened
that the Yellow River was flooding at the time. He fitted out a boat,
took his family, and braving the danger of Dizhu fled here [to Qi].2
Contemporaries commended him for his courage and decisiveness.

BQS 5
Emperor Xianzu met him and took a liking to him.3 He appointed Zhitui
Audience Attendant, introduced him into the inner halls, and kept him
around, receiving him with much favor. Toward the end of the Tianbao
era [550–559], Zhitui followed Xianzu to Tianchi.4 Xianzu was going to
appoint him Secretariat Drafter, and ordered Duan Xiaoxin, Gentleman
Attendant in the Secretariat, to take the appointment edict to show Zhitui. Zhitui, however, was drinking somewhere outside the camp. Xiaoxin
reported back to Xianzu, who then said, “Let the matter rest for the time
being.” Subsequently the appointment never took place. At the end of the
Heqing era [562–564], he was recommended to be an Administrator in
the Labor Section at Zhaozhou.5 Subsequently, he became an Attendee
at the Grove of Letters Institute, and was then appointed Administrative
Supervisor under the Minister of Education.6

Department of Scholarly Counselors 集書省, whose functions included attending
personally on the emperor, compiling court documents, examining all memorials
to the throne, and offering feedback of various sorts to the emperor.
4 This Tianchi should be Qilian Chi 祁連 in Shanxi. This happened in the
sixth month of the last year of the Tianbao era (July 559). See Bei Qi shu 4.65.
The BS version gives Tianquan Chi (in Luoyang), which is an error.
5 Heqing was the second reign title of the Northern Qi Emperor Wucheng 武成
(r. 561–565). Zhaozhou was a prefecture (in modern Hebei). Yan Zhitui related
an anecdote about his Zhaozhou sojourn in Family Instructions, VIII.42.
6 In his rhapsody, Yan Zhitui relates the impossibility of returning to the south via
the Northern Qi in ll. 249–58 and his appointment in 573 at the Grove of
Letters Institute in ll. 259–60 and the original note to this couplet.
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BQS 6
之推聰 機悟 博識有才辯 工尺牘
重 令掌 館事 判 文書 尋遷通

帝
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應對 明
散騎常侍

有取
恒令 使傳
之推稟
進文章
是 封
於進賢 奏之
字 監校繕寫 處事勤敏 號為稱職

大為祖珽
俄
書舍

告 館
待報方出

帝甚 恩接 顧遇逾厚 為勳要者 嫉 常
將諫也 之推取急還
故 連
及 集諫
入 勘
方得 禍 尋除黃 侍郎

之

受進止
兼善於文

崔季舒
之推亦被喚

BS 6
之推聰 機悟 博識有才辯 工尺牘 應對 明 大為祖珽
重 令掌 館事 判 文書 遷通 散騎常侍 俄
書舍
帝 有取
恒令 使傳
之推禀
告 館
受進
止
進文書
是 封
於進賢 奏之 待報方出 兼善
於文字 監校繕寫 處事勤敏 號為稱職 帝甚 恩接 為勳
要者 嫉 常
之 崔季舒 將諫也 之推取急還
故
連
及 集諫
之推亦被喚入 勘
得
尋除黃
侍郎

1 Zu Ting was Zu Xiaozheng, a talented Qi courtier featured in a number of
sections in Yan Zhitui’s Family Instructions. He wielded considerable power during
the reign of Gao Wei, the Last Ruler. He was ousted from the court in 573 and
thereafter died in the provinces.
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BQS 6
Intelligent and quick-witted, Zhitui possessed broad learning, and was talented and eloquent. He was skillful at composing letters, and was knowledgeable and lucid in responding to inquiries. He was highly regarded by
Zu Ting, who put him in charge of the affairs at the Grove of Letters Institute, and authorized him to sign off on the documents [prepared by the
Institute].1 Subsequently he was promoted to be Senior Recorder for Comprehensive Duty, and shortly afterward, he became Secretariat Drafter.
Whenever the emperor needed anything, he always sent a eunuch to
convey the message.2 Zhitui received it from the emperor and announced
it to the other members of the Institute, who all took instructions from
him. The literary writings presented to the emperor by the Institute were
all sealed and signed by Zhitui, who would take them in [to the imperial
palace] and await [for the emperor’s acknowledgment] at the Jinxian Gate.
He would only leave after he received a reply from the emperor. In addition,
he was excellent with language and script, and supervised and collated
copying and compiling. Diligent and quick in handling affairs, he was considered competent in his office.
The emperor treated him very well with increasing favor and generosity.
This aroused jealousy in the powers that be, who constantly wanted to
harm him. When Cui Jishu and others were about to remonstrate with the
emperor, Zhitui happened to be taking a leave and was at home, so he did
not sign his name on the petition.3 When the emperor summoned all who
had remonstrated, Zhitui, too, was called in. He only managed to escape
execution when it was discovered upon investigation that his name was not
on the petition. Shortly afterward, he was appointed Gentleman of the Palace Gate.4.

2 The emperor here refers to Gao Wei, the Last Ruler.
3 Cui Jishu and the other courtiers petitioned the Last Ruler not to leave the capital
Ye to go to Jinyang (modern Taiyuan, Shanxi). This incident happened in the
winter of 573 (see the original note to ll. 267–70 of Yan Zhitui’s “Rhapsody”
and the footnote). Note that quji means taking time off from duty for personal
reasons, with official permission. It does not mean that Yan Zhitui “became
apprehensive” about what was going to transpire (Dien 40).
4 The events narrated in this section are related in ll. 261–70 of Yan Zhitui’s
rhapsody.
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BQS 7
及周 陷
帝輕騎還鄴 窘急計
從 之推因 者侍
鄧 顒進奔 之
仍勸募吳士千餘 以為左
取 徐路共
投 國 帝甚納之 以告 相高阿那肱
阿那肱 願入
云吳士難信
須募之 勸帝送珍寶 重
州 且 三
齊之
若 可保 徐浮海南渡 雖 從之推計
猶以為
平原太
令 河津

BS 7
及周 陷
帝輕騎還鄴 窘急計
從 之推因 者侍
鄧 顒進奔
仍勸募吳士千餘 以為左
取 徐路共投
國 帝納之 以告 相高阿那肱
阿那肱 願入
云
吳士難信 勸帝送珍寶 重
州 且 三齊
若 可保
徐浮海南
雖 從之推
猶以為平原太
令 河津

BQS 8
齊亡入周 大象 為御史上士
太子 為學士 甚
見禮重 尋以疾
有文三十卷 撰 訓 十篇 並行於
世 曾撰觀我生賦 文致清遠
詞曰：[…]

BS 8
齊亡入周 大象 為御史上士
見禮重 尋以疾
有文集三十卷
世

撰

太子 為文學 深
訓 十篇 並行於

1 This happened in January 577.
2 Deng Zhangyong was a eunuch who was favored by the Last Ruler and held
great power in the last years of the Qi (BQS 50.693).
3 Qingzhou or Qing prefecture is in modern Shandong and Xuzhou or Xu prefecture is in modern Jiangsu.
4 The Three Qi refers to the coastal region to the east of modern Shandong.
5 Pingyuan (in modern Shandong) was on the Yellow River and not far from the
coast.
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BQS 7
When the Zhou army attacked and captured Jinyang, the emperor returned to Ye with a small retinue.1 He was in desperate straits and did not
know what to do. Through the eunuch Palace Attendant Deng Zhangyong, Zhitui suggested fleeing to Chen.2 He further advised the emperor
to muster over a thousand Wu gentry as followers and together seek refuge
in the state of Chen by way of Qingzhou and Xuzhou.3 The emperor was
quite receptive to the plan, and told his prime minister Gao E’nagui and
the others about it. E’nagui was unwilling to go to Chen, so he said to the
emperor that men of Wu were difficult to trust and there was no need to
rally them. Instead, he urged the emperor to send treasures, properties,
and family to Qingzhou, and to try to hold the territories of the Three
Qi;4 and, should they be unable to defend the Three Qi, then they could
take to the sea and cross to the south unhurriedly. Even though the emperor did not follow Zhitui’s counsel, he nevertheless appointed him
Magistrate of Pingyuan and ordered him to defend the river ford.5

BQS 8
After Qi fell, he joined the Zhou court. At the end of the Daxiang era
[579–580], he was appointed Senior Serviceman of the Censorate.6 In the
middle of the Kaihuang era [581–600], the Crown Prince summoned
him to be an Academician and treated him with great courtesy and respect.7 Shortly after, he died of illness. He left [a collection of ] literary
writings in thirty scrolls, and the Family Instructions in twenty chapters,
both of which are circulating in the world. He once composed a “Rhapsody on Viewing My life,” which has a lucid and noble air. It reads as follows: […].8

6 Daxiang was the reign title of the last Northern Zhou emperor (Emperor Jing 靜
帝, r. 579–581).
7 Kaihuang was the first reign title of Sui Emperor Wen. The Crown Prince here
refers to Yang Yong 楊 (d. 604), the eldest son of Sui Emperor Wen, who was
deposed in 600 by Emperor Wen in favor of Yang Yong’s younger brother, Yang
Guang 楊廣, later Emperor Yang (r. 605–618).
8 BQS cites the rhapsody in its entirety, which is omitted here. The sentence about
the rhapsody and the rhapsody itself are absent in the BS biography.
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BQS 9
之推 齊有 子
思魯 為序錄

BS 9
之推 齊有 子
集 思魯 為序
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曰思魯

曰思魯

曰敏

曰敏

1

忘

也

之推集 ,

蓋

忘

也

之推

1 The collation note in BQS points out that min 敏 should be min 慜, which is
interchangeable with min 愍.
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BQS 9
Zhitui had two sons when he was in Qi. The elder one was named
Silu, and the younger one, Minchu, meant to commemorate their origins.2 Zhitui's collection is extant, and Silu himself composed prefatory
matter for it.

2 See Introduction for the meanings of the names.

